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Named Entity Recognition

Figure: Abdel-Hady, et al. 2014. Unsupervised active learning of CRF model for cross-lingual named 
entity recognition. In Proceedings of the 6th IAPR TC 3 International Workshop (ANNPR 2014).
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Input: sentence
Output: labels for each token (location, organization, person, none, etc)



Cross-Lingual Named Entity Recognition
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Goal: Construct NER training examples for the low-resource language 
using existing NER examples in a high-resource language 
• “Source”: high-resource language
• “Target”: low-resource language

Figure: Abdel-Hady, et al. 2014. Unsupervised active learning of CRF model for cross-lingual named 
entity recognition. In Proceedings of the 6th IAPR TC 3 International Workshop (ANNPR 2014).



Cross-Lingual Named Entity Recognition
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Challenge 1: Performing lexical mappings can be difficult for low-resource languages

Figure: Abdel-Hady, et al. 2014. Unsupervised active learning of CRF model for cross-lingual named 
entity recognition. In Proceedings of the 6th IAPR TC 3 International Workshop (ANNPR 2014).



Cross-Lingual Named Entity Recognition
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Challenge 2: Languages have different word orderings for the same sentence

Figure: Abdel-Hady, et al. 2014. Unsupervised active learning of CRF model for cross-lingual named 
entity recognition. In Proceedings of the 6th IAPR TC 3 International Workshop (ANNPR 2014).



Approach

• Challenge 1: Performing lexical mappings can be difficult for low-resource 
languages
• Solution: bilingual word embeddings (BWE)
• Benefit: Doesn’t require a large number of parallel resources

• Challenge 2: Languages have different word orderings for the same sentence
• Solution: self-attention
• Benefit: self-attention is order-invariant

• Resources (limited to imitate resources available for low-resource languages)
• Labeled NER examples in the source language
• Monolingual corpora in the source and target languages
• A small dictionary

• Demonstrated with translation from English to Spanish, German, Dutch, and 
Uyghur
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Pipeline
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Learn word embeddings 
in source language

Project embeddings 
into a shared 

embedding space
Learn word embeddings 

in target language

Perform nearest 
neighbor search

Train NER model for 
target language

English corpora

Spanish corpora

English NER examples

Spanish NER 
examples

BWE Self-attention



Pipeline: Bilingual Word Embeddings
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Pipeline: Bilingual Word Embeddings

parameter matrix

Dictionary

Objective function
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Dictionary

Equivalent Objective function

Pipeline: Bilingual Word Embeddings

embedding matrices
parameter matrix
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Dictionary

Equivalent Objective function

Solution
, where U and V are given by the SVD:

Pipeline: Bilingual Word Embeddings
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Pipeline: Bilingual Word Embeddings

X
Y

X’ = XV
Y’ = YU

S = YWXT = YU(XV)T
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Pipeline: Translation
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Pipeline: NER Model

Model Input: Sentences in the low-resource language
Model output: NER labels for input sentences
Training data: NER examples translated to the low-resource
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Pipeline: NER Model
Challenge: Word to word translation doesn’t account for word orderings
• Translated NER training data uses “corrupted” sentences (words 

are wrongly ordered)
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Figure: Abdel-Hady, et al. 2014. Unsupervised active 
learning of CRF model for cross-lingual named 
entity recognition. In Proceedings of the 6th IAPR TC 
3 International Workshop (ANNPR 2014).



Pipeline: NER Model
Solution: Self-attention layer
• Each word is associated with a 

context feature vector, produced 
using all of the words in a sentence
• i.e. feature vectors are order-

invariant
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Experiments: Proof of Concept

• Benchmark datasets: CoNLL 2002 and 2003 datasets for NER
• English, German, Dutch, Spanish

• Source language English tested with target languages German, Dutch, 
and Spanish
• Vocabulary size: 100,000
• Considered three dictionaries, obtained in different ways
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Experiments: Proof of Concept
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* used additional resources

Baseline 
(bilingual 
dictionary)



Experiments: Proof of Concept
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* used additional resources

The model performs worst on German text
• German capitalization patterns are different than those of English
• The model is overfitting to English capitalization patterns



Experiments: Uyghur
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* used additional resources

Competitive performance, despite lesser resources



Contributions and Remaining Work

• Addresses the low-resource language problem in supervision
• Translates NER training data from a high-resource language to a low-resource language
• Adds a self-attention layer to an existing model architecture, accounting for word mis-

orderings after translation
• Even with less supervision, the proposed approach performs competitively to the state-of-

the-art
• Continuing challenges

• Language-specific patterns (capitalization, characters used)
• Differing capitalization patterns across languages make cross-lingual NER more difficult
• [WILL BE EDITED FURTHER] If language A uses different characters than language B, this limits the ways 

in which the seed dictionary can be produced (i.e. it is more difficult to obtain the resources necessary to 
perform BWE).
• Uyghur is written in Arabic script, but English is written in the Latin alphabet

• Lacks theoretical guarantees for translation
• Requires no NER training labels (unsupervised) for the target language, but does require a 

small dictionary (resources) for source-target word translation
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